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Over the course of the project a variety of different creative 
community activities were undertaken—mainly led by icecream 
architecture (ICA) with support from other members of the 
consultancy team as required. Some processes were repeated 
in different locations or settings, and some were bespoke. This 
appendix documents the different activities undertaken and 
examples of the outputs.

Schedule of Public Activities

02.12.19 ‘Buke of Moray’ at Gordon Castle Walled Garden
08.12.19 ‘Buke of Moray’ at Logie Steading
09.12.19 ‘Buke of Moray’ at Findhorn village
11.01.19 ‘Buke of Moray’ at Burghead Library
    and Burning of the Clavie
04.02.19 Blether wi’ the Bairns, Lossiemouth High School
04.02.19 Pop Up in Dufftown
05.02.19 Recording session with Buckie Blethers
06.02.19 Workshop with P4/5 at Burghead Primary School
07.02.19 Pop Up in Cullen
08.02.19 ‘Buke of Moray’ at ‘Coffee Pot’ Coffee Morning
08.02.19 Zine Workshop at Moray Art Centre, Findhorn
09.02.19 Pop Up in Forres
09.02.19 Zine Workshop at Tolbooth, Forres
23.02.19 Day 1 of Character Photo-Shoot, Elgin
24.02.19 Day 2 of Character Photo-Shoot, Elgin
08.03.19 Audience Testing in Aberlour, Tomintoul and Keith
09.03.19 Audience Testing in Lossiemouth and Elgin
26.03.19 Audience Testing in Findhorn and Burghead
27.03.19 Audience Testing in Elgin and Buckie

DISCOVER MORAY’S 
GREAT PLACES

Community Activities

This map opposite illustrates the number of people 
who participated in community activities and the 
geographical location in Moray where they took place. 

Aberlour   16     Findhorn   47
Ballindalloch  2     Fochabers   42
Buckie    18     Forres    16
Burghead   34     Keith     5
Cullen    5     Logie Steading 32
Dufftown   18     Lossiemouth  41
Duffus    1     Tomintoul   9
Elgin     76

The above numbers do not include online interactions.
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BUKE OF 
MORAY

A giant book (styled as ‘buke’ in line with an old Scots spelling) 
was used to capture the stories from the shadows, landscapes 
and places members of the public considered to be part of 
‘Moray’s Great Places’. Making use of drawing ink and feathered 
pens the ‘buke’ together with its large size captured the 
attention of a variety of people and built up a diverse narrative of 
storytelling. The buke was taken on a tour of pre-existing events 
and arranged sessions at:
 •  Gordon Castle Walled Gardens
 •  Logie Steading
 •  Findhorn village
 •  Burghead Library
 •  Burghead Primary School
 •  The Coffee Pot (coffee morning for families based at RAF  
  Lossiemouth and Kinloss Barracks) 
 •  Pop-Up sessions

The stories captured through 142 individual entries recorded in 
the ‘buke’ are an exemplar to the variety that Moray’s coast and 
country has to offer. Through conversations initiated through 
the book it was also clear that there was a strong appreciation 
of Moray’s culture, history and landscapes as well as a desire to 
learn more. 
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BURGHEAD 
PRIMARY SCHOOL

A special workshop was held with the P4/5 class at Burghead 
Primary School based around the ‘Buke of Moray’ on Wednesday 
the 6th of February 2019. The whole school was participating in 
local history topics at the time of the workshop, P4/5’s focus was 
on wartime stories. During the workshop the following activities 
were undertaken:
 •  Introduction to the project
 •  Sharing stories already in the ‘buke’ with the class
 •  Group exercise to share stories about Moray and Burghead  
  that they knew, and would be of interest in the ‘buke’
 •  Working in pairs, pupils then gave their story a headline,  
  wrote a short summary, and made accompanying drawings  
  to add their story to the ‘buke’
 •  The pairs then presented their story to the rest of the class  
  who offered cordial feedback on how it could be improved
 •  Pupils were then asked to ‘Map out a Moray Adventure’
  This individual task involved pupils imagining they had a  
  friend coming to visit who has never been to Moray before  
  and to map where would you take them on an adventure for  
  a day. The purpose of this exercise was to gleam an  
  understanding of to what degree heritage sites spring to  
  mind as an interesting or fun ‘thing to do’.
  Pupils could use a simplified map of Moray, lined    
  worksheet or both to map out their imaginary adventure.

The results of the workshop are shown on the following pages.
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For analysis purposes, references to places to eat and activities 
at home have been set aside, with the exception of ‘ice cream’ 
(due to its consistency; all instances have been grouped).

Attraction         Number of pupils who  
            included it in their adventure
Ice Cream         10
Burghead Broch / Beach   8
Lossie Beach        4
Hopeman Park       3
Spey Bay Dolphin Centre   3
Burghead Woods      2
Findhorn Beach       2
Huntly Castle        2
Playbarn / Go Karts     2
St Aethan’s Well      2
Burghead Community Garden 1
Burghead Well       1
Macduff Aquarium      1
Milbuies Country Park    1
Swimming in River Findhorn  1
Walk along Spey      1
Walk from Forres to Findhorn  1

The outputs of this small exercise show that:
 •  There is scope to make heritage site more exciting
  and engaging for young people.
 •  Young people in Burghead have an appreciate play and  
  adventure in outdoor spaces.
 •  There are a number of natural sites noted that intersect 
  with some of the character narratives, this offers an
  interpretation opportunity to widen knowledge and enhance
  the experience of these places.
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BURNING OF 
THE CLAVIE

On the 11th of January 2019, Des and Neil of ICA attended the 
Burning of the Clavie, meeting many enthusiastic brochers 
ahead of it commencing and during the procession. The Burning 
of the Clavie is a fire festival, descending from Pictish tradition 
which takes place in Burghead on the 11th January each year 
to greet the New Year (the date of the New Year in the Julian 
Calendar. A “flaming Clavie” (a barrel full of staves) is carried 
round the town by a group known as the ‘Clavie Crew’ followed 
by a large crowd. It is then taken up onto Doorie Hill (ramparts of 
an ancient Pictish fort) where it is allowed to burn out and grow 
into a bonfire. 

Natives to Burghead (known as brochers) are either presented 
with or salvage pieces of the ‘clavie’ (charred pieces of wood) 
and are said to bring good luck for the year ahead.

The Clavie is a new year tradition where there is compassion 
for the wellbeing of the community they live in... the Crew will 
ensure that their neighbouring Brochers will get a piece of the 
Clavie that will bring them good fortune for the year ahead. The 
Crew itself is responsibility passed from father to son, and a 
number of mothers and spouses help marshall the crowds to 
keep everyone safe.

Drawing large crowds, including people travelling from across 
the country especially, is a fantastic (yet understated) example of 
an ancient (Pictish) tradition still being enjoyed today.

“I’ve got two boys, and their twins (22 year 
old), and they are actually Clavie Crew 
members, Daniel & Roderick. And by god 
am I proud to have my boys doing that. 
First time that Daniel carried it, when he 
was 12, he actually carried it at the spot 
where his father used to carry it. That was 
actually a bit emotional in a way… you’re 
getting me to go here! So yes I am a very 
proud mother of my sons tonight.”
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ZINE MAKING
Zine (pronounced zeen) is short for magazine or fanzine and is 
used to describe a small-circulation self-made publications. 
They have a long history dating back to the late 19th century 
but grew in popularity in the 1970s in conjunction with the punk 
subculture and the increasing prevalence of photocopiers which 
gave a quick, easy and affordable method of production.

The aim of the workshop was to make Zines that explore some 
of the stories and places that the project has discovered so far.

Two dedicated workshops were held at Moray Art Centre (Findhorn) 
and in conjunction with Findhorn Bay Arts at The Tolbooth (Forres). The 
workshops provided a background on zines and a short demonstration on 
some simple methods to make publications. Thereafter participants (on 
a solo or collaborative basis) made a zine that either explored some of 
the character stories collected by the project or their own perspective on 
‘stories from the shadows’ or ways to help people ‘Discover Moray’s Great 
Places’. The workshops were well received (all sixteen places available 
were pre-registered, on-the-day cancellations meant 10 people attended in 
total), with a variety of different outputs, that show the potential of sharing 
stories of Moray in different ways.
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‘Discover Moray’, Bowie-pun zine
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Zine on Elgin Museum
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Moray photography zine

‘The Rioter’ zine
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One-page pictish symbol zine
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The River Party zine
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ONLINE ENGAGEMENT
It is important to stress, that the outcome of Audience Development and Interpretation Plans would 
be very different had it not been for the different online engagement activities that were undertaken. 
It allowed people to take time to explore what was being collected about Moray, and contribute their 
own knowledge, collections or interest. The Facebook page achieved an average post ‘reach’ of 
591, with a cumulative ‘reach’ of all posts at 15,953, and a total of 1,029 ‘clicks’ or ‘actions’.* These 
snapshots show some of the input members of the public made to the project online.

Above newspaper clipping provided by Stan Slater

* ‘Reach’ describes the number of people who 
saw Facebook posts in their timeline. ‘Clicks’ 
and ‘actions’ refer to likes on posts received, 
number of comments written or clicks on 
photos, videos or links included in posts.
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LOCAL 
ENTERPRISE 

ENGAGEMENT
Throughout the development of the project, the team has 
engaged a range of businesses and enterprises on an individual 
basis with aspects of the project. The main focus was with high 
street or hospitality businesses, and the format varied; 1-to-1 
meetings, email correspondence or participating in some of the 
community activity processes or audience testing undertaken 
by ICA. This flexible approach was taken to ensure that we 
could engage with businesses in ways that fits around differing 
schedules and geographic spread across Moray.

Pressures facing businesses in Moray are not dissimilar to those 
elsewhere in Scotland; all who we spoke to where supportive 
of efforts that could generate more footfall in Moray generally 
with the potential to provide more business opportunities for 
them. There was a recognition that the work of Moray Speyside 
Tourism in recent years has been beneficial, but there was 
still potential for growth. The variety in type of character 
stories being proposed, as well as geography allows for easier 
connections between what one specific business and the wider 
story narrative. For example, Johnstones of Elgin was able 
to provide records of financing shipbuilding at Kingston and 
Garmouth (to aid trade of goods they produced) which sustained 
the Timmer Floating industry.

The implementation of the Audience Development and 
Interpretation plans should provide an increase in visitors at 
sites across Moray (whether they originate locally, regionally, 
nationally or beyond), which in turn provides business 
opportunities. There is also an opportunity to take the Moray’s 
‘Stories from the Shadows’ narrative beyond the initial 
recommendations (e.g. creating bespoke events or experiences 
based on character stories). Therefore, ongoing engagement 
with businesses and enterprises should continue in the next 
phase of work.

The photographs above represent just some of the enterprises who engaged with the consultancy team
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POP-UPS
Small pop-up events were held at the Whisky Museum in Dufftown, the Community & Residential 
Centre in Cullen and Findhorn Bay Arts high street shop in Forres attracting over 30 attendees in 
total. At these sessions, the stories of the main character narratives were shared with attendees, to 
increase awareness of the characters, and draw out additional details or stories that build up a wider 
narrative of them. A number of different ways were used to record stories:
 •  Verbally: making use of an audio recorder.
 •  Print-making: tools, materials and guidance were provided 
  for people to create small lino carvings representing 
  aspects of the main character stories, which were then 
  used to make prints to take home.
 •  Scanning scanning archive material brought along.
 •  Within the ‘Buke of Moray’.

Copper Dogs at Dufftown Whisky Museum. The example on the left would have been hung down one’s leg, 
the ‘bottom’ of this example is made a of a copper penny (similar in size to a 2p today) to save on material 
required to make it. The example modelled on the right is known as a ‘breastie’ and as shown was worn 
around the chest.

Lino-carving (and printing) station 

Lino-print of pictish symbol

Lino-print of whisky 
bottle. George Wildgoose 
was a grocer, wine and 
spirit-dealer in Dufftown. 
Local distilleries provided 
whisky which could then 
be ‘personally branded’ 
and sold.  
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The ‘Buke of Moray’ was available for people to 
read through or add their own story

Lino-print representing the links between 
Dufftown and Mortlach in Canada
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Lino-print of Boring Mill Cottage

Lino-print representation of a ‘timmer raft’
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Lino-print of a whisky still

“In the central square of 
Dufftown is a 19th Century 
clocktower. At one time the 
gaugers (excisemen) kept an 
office on the square itself. Years 
later (after the gaugers had 
gone), the clock stopped working 
and someone went up to fix it. 
When they went up inside the 
tower they discovered an illict 
still, whisky was being made 
within earshot and (almost) full 
visibility of the gaugers!”
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Lino-print of a the scene at Cullen’s Seatown Riot

Poem brought along to Dufftown event regaling the 
working conditions of whisky production
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Press clipping of a different nature of ‘riot’ in Cullen that took place in 1975, courtesy of Stan Slater

Entertaining 1896 press clipping 
from Cullen’s history, courtesy of 
Stan Slater
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Members of the Elgin Writers group attended the Forres Pop-
Up event and provided examples of writing from books they have 
published (opposite) containing writing by members of their 
group (some who are now sadly deceased) relating to the main 
character narratives being developed.

A number of examples are included on the following pages 
for reference purposes, copyright is retained by the respective 
writers who can be contacted via the Elgin Writers group.
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BLETHER WI’ THE BAIRNS
Lossiemouth High School organised a dedicated ‘Blether wi’ the Bairns’ session, where members of the public are invited into the school 
to share stories with pupils over a ‘fly cup’ (Doric phrase for a cup of tea). It took place on Monday the 4th of February within the school 
library and had 31 attendees from the school and community. To record the stories they were being told, students were given worksheets 
to write and illustrate on—pupils were also encouraged to record stories of Moray that they knew. At the end of the session, students were 
shown how to fold and cut the worksheets to form a mini eight-page zine from the one sheet of A4 paper.

Some examples of the one-page-zines created have been reformatted into linear storyboards on the following pages.
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Example storyboards of mini-zines created at Lossiemouth High School 
Blether wi’ the Bairns session.
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Example storyboards of mini-zines created at Lossiemouth High School 
Blether wi’ the Bairns session.
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BUCKIE BLETHERS
An active Doric writing and spoken word group; based in Buckie the groups aim is to promote local Doric dialects and to encourage its 
use, keeping it alive for future generations. Over a number of years they have published a number of books and other media, and are 
currently developing a comprehensive Doric dictionary. The limited timescale of the project limited the scope to commission the telling of 
character stories in Doric. 

However, by way of example, a number of audio and video recordings of existing poems and stories were made to show the potential of 
storytelling in Doric. The group would welcome the opportunity, if time allows, to develop ways of telling Moray’s story through different 
Doric dialects that make ‘the Moray Tongue’.

The Moray Tongue, Henrietta Milne

I dinna speak in Doric, I canna write it doon
Im jist a Lossie quine, my mans an Elgin loon
Oor tongue is like nae ither, some wurds are aa wir ain
A kirn o Scots and English heard on the Moray Plain

Sometimes it can be difficult
Tae make us understood
We hae tae slow wir tongues a bit
So’s we’er nae thoct as rude

If we go roond the coast a bit oor wurds get broader still
As the local dialect taks ower oor tongue at will
And if we go up country in tae the shire o Banff
It taks us aa wir time tae understaud their wurds of chaff

There’s Billy Kay in Ayrshire
Ellie in Dundee
Sheena writing Doric and
Peter Buchan tee

We’re aa Jock Thomsons bairns I’ve heart that said afore
But underneath oor plaidies oor hearts beat true and sure
For Scotland is oor country and nae metter fae fit pairt
We’ll wright it as we speak it straight oot fae the hert

Fishing

Afore gan tae sea he wid pit on his wisset 
drawers and his wincy sark as weel as his 
knitted gancey. Aa his claes were kept in 
ower a big widden kist. The wifies follayt 
the fishin fleet to gut the heering that the 
boats catched. Tae keep the coorse saat 
oot o ony sare bits the gutting quines, as 
they were ca’ad. tied strips o auld cloots 
roond their fingers. The fisher wives wyvit 
aa their mans warm claes, on fower 
weers held in place be a wisket, which wis 
strappet roond their waists. At the guttin 
quines wore iylskin peenes an quites, 
which gid rich doon tae their feet.

Return to Buckie, Helen Sandison

Hame, hame, hame by the sea
Buckie isthe place fir me
I went tae London as a bride
Took the city in ma stride
Moved tae Fife - Dunfermline toon
Took wi’ me my muckle spoon
Shifted sine tae outside Glesga
A’ richt there, bit the gangs wid fleg ye
Bit times tolls on an’ noo we’re lucky
Wi’ a wee bit hoosie at shore o’ BUckie
Hame, hame, hame by the sea
Buckie sure is the place for me.
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Peace in the Countryside, Evelyn Lawtie

It was a bonny simmer’s nicht an’ I hid the urge tae git oot intae the countryside, so awa I went on ma bike. Seen I cam 
ontae a quaet country track up the side o’ a wid. I stoppit aside a pathie gan intae the wid. I stood an’ lookit aroon, an’ I 
got a great feelin’ o’ peace as I lookit an’ listened.

I heard the hauntin’ coo. cooin o’ a doce, the chitterin’ o’ the swalls as they swoopit aboot, an’ the lovely chant o’ the 
yellowhammers. Syne there came the warnin’ call o’ a blackie tae its young an’ its mate as it sensed by presence, then 
the sweet trill o’ the larks as they went sorain’ intae the blue sky abeen the trees.

I marvelled at the beauty o’ the trees; the tall stately firs, the solid aul’ beech trees dressed in their pale green leaves, 
the graceful silver birks wi’ their silvery trunks an’ sma’er dark green leaves - tae me the birks are the bonniest treest in 
the wids. Then there’s the holly trees wi’ their dark green polished, spiked leaves.

The vibrant yella o’ the breem bushes an’ their strong scent waftin’ through the air. Alongside o’ them the whin bushes 
were covered in their sweet coconut scented blooms. On the fleer o’ the wid, growin’ in among the trees, were the bonny 
pale-blue bluebells, an’ some delicate violets peeped oot fae ahin a clump o’ grass. The wee white floo’er that’s ca’d the 
Star o’ Bethlehem wis shelterin’ under a bush. Then I sa’ a bricht patch o’ buttercups - min’ fan we were bairns an’ we 
eesed tae hud a buttercup aneth wir chins tae see if we likit butter? Aye! Happy days!

Each bird, floo’er, tree an’ bush are a’ different bit are a’ perfectly formed. Aye! God’s handwork nivver ceases tae amaze 
me. I felt richt privileged tae be there inn that wid wi’ a’ that beauty roon aboot me. Wi’ a contented sign I got ontae my 
bike an’ heided awa’ on doon through Drybrig, past the Auld Smiddy far we watched the big Clydesdale horses gettin’ 
shod, past the wee shoppie far we got oot cake o’ coo’s candy on a Seterday, an on ben the road past Hilton Cottages 
far I wish brocht up. A lot o’ happy memories came tae my mind. I pedadlled on past Hilton fairm an’ doon the brae into 
Buckie an’ hame again. I’m affie gled I hiv a bike!

Mare Mater, Caroline Fowler

Calm and so peaceful, ~ wi’ the sea, ah’m connectin’.
Glistenin, sparklin, shinin ~ like a mirror reflecting.
Serene and tranquil ~ the silence stills my soul,
Pensively embracing the solace ~ it helps tae console.

Quietly, flowin in fae the ocean, caressin the land,
Like sweet music, in harmony wi’ the sun kissed sand.
A ripple, soft movement ~ gradually ~ a wee bittie more,
The splashin’ o’ waves, gently lappin’ the shore.

Fit’s this, yer dancin? N’ gettin’ louder tee,
Look at a’ the white horsies, gallopin’ towards me!
Yer changin’, turnin’ angry; choppy, swirlin’ aboot,
Somethin’ troublesomes stirrin’ yer soul a maun doot.

Fit gars ye tae rage so? Ah’m gittin’ richt feert!
Yer fast swellin’ up, wild, fierce-some, I kin hear’tt.
Yer crashin’, lashin’, batterin’, towerin’ high ower th’ waa,
Spittin’ oot yer foul sea foam, scariest thing I ‘ivver saa.

Sae ferocious, merciless, savage and wild,
Fit ‘Mither’ cwid show hersel’ like this, tae a child?
I canna believe fit ah’m seein’ wi’ ma een,
Wrath, gaithered wi’ stormy black skies up abeen.

Fit a turbulent, tempestuos, truly awesome sicht,
There’ll be mony hairtfelt prayers bein’ said through th’ nicht.
Please calm doon, soothe that storm fae the shore,
Please calm doon, calm and peaceful, like afore.

Mare Mater (pronounced Marie Mayter) is the town motto 
of Buckie, and translates as ‘oor mither the sea’.

Photograph of Craigmin Brig supplied by Evelyn Lawtie
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RUN SPEYSIDE
A new enterprise providing guided running tours around Moray. They are interested in offering new 
routes based on the character stories and trails that are being developed, where they can impart 
a story of Moray over the course of a run. To explore the potential of this, David of RunSpeyside led 
a run on an existing route encompassing Duffus Castle, St Peter’s Kirk (Duffus village), grounds 
neighbouring Gordonstoun and RAF Lossiemouth and part of the Moray Coast Trail (when tides allow 
this route can include a visit to the Sculptor’s Cave). Along the way, David shared some stories of the 
places and landscapes that were being passed. While they accept their enterprise is a niche offering 
(as opposed to a mass appeal), they would be interested in learning more about the stories of the 
characters and places associated with them, to develop new running routes.

“When the tide is out, you are able to scramble over the rocks to the Sculptor’s Cave, 
which has many Pictish carvings on its walls. Excavations revealed Bronze Age 
jewellery in the cave which is thought to have held ritualistic importance in the past 
with human bone remains, particularly those of children, giving a spooky edge today.”

“Originally it was a timber Castle, and later on they built it in 
stone, but as this is an artificial mound it doesn’t have the 
foundations to support the weight so half of the castle slipped 
a way, leaving this precarious-looking outcrop today.”

“There’s been a church here since the 1100’s. That was an old watch-
house, it was built about 1830. When someone was freshly buried, they had 
to people in there to keep watch so that nobody came and dug the body up 
to sell it for medical science type of thing; it was a big problem apparently, 
so they had watch houses until the body was no longer ‘fit for research’.”

“Skull and cross bones, that means its from the 1600s/1700s, 
so been buried a long time… that’s an old Mercat Cross; there 
used to be a village here, Old Duffus so this would have been 
the market place around then in the 1300s, its obviously a bit 
worn at the top now.”
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AUDIENCE TESTING
To provide hard evidence backing for the co-created framework, an audience testing engagement exercise was devised. This audience 
testing took place with residents and visitors alike in a public setting, and involves the telling of the main character stories, followed 
up by questions on their knowledge and interest in them.

Methodology
The methodology for the Audience Testing was chosen so that it could flexibly fit with different circumstances, demographics and size 
of people that were engaging with the task. The flowchart opposite shows the exemplary structure of the engagement that is being 
employed. Green items represent questions or actions by the project team, blue items represent responses from the group or person 
engaging with the audience testing and yellow items represent two way conversation.

Audience testing ‘A-board’ featuring character profiles on one side, and stanzas on the reverse.
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Results
Audience testing took place in Moray over several days in March 
2019. This saw Daisy and Neil from icecream architecture 
touring different places across Moray and engaging with people 
at key public locations (e.g. on-street, libraries, high-street 
businesses) or at points with a lot of footfall (e.g. school finishing 
time, lunchtime at Moray College UHI). Around 150 different 
reactions to the character narratives were gathered. 

Summary of people engaged across different age groups

Of the people engaged, 12% were visiting Moray and 88% 
currently lived in Moray; 66% of all people who engaged with the 
audience testing task grew up (or were growing up) in Moray. 
Generally, people responded positively to, the stories being told, 
and the ambition of ‘Discover Moray’s Great Places’ to increase 
awareness and interest in them.

The first reaction recorded was the extent of knowledge people 
participating in the task had of the stories of Moray that relate 
to the character narrative in question. For clarity this has been 
categorised into three groupings:
 • No knowledge of the story, or not aware it had a Moray  
  connection.
 • Knew some details about the story.
 • Had a good knowledge and able to recall facts or places 
  relating to the story.

Extent of knowledge of story across different characters

The results, below left, show that across all six narratives 
there is scope to increase awareness of stories relating to each 
character. The story of the ‘Wolf of Badenoch’ stands out as one 
that is well known in comparison with the other characters, but 
even for this most people had no, or only some, knowledge of 
the story.

Extent of interest in exploration of narrative across different 
characters

In the round, as shown above, people expressed interest in 
exploring the stories within the character narrative further. 
These answers were usually linked to a suggested method that 
would interest or suit them personally. Looking at the responses 
collectively a number of different learning points can be elicited. 
 
 • Generally the audience testing encountered three types of 
  people:
  1. A minority who specified they either weren’t interested 
   or lacked the time to explore heritage stories. 
  2. Those simply interested in broadening their knowledge 
   of local heritage.
  3. People looking to interact or experience the stories in a 
   number of different ways. 

 • For those in the third category noted above, the curation 
  and documentation of trails that can be followed is an 
  essential component that cuts across different ways of 
  exploring Moray’s ‘Stories from the Shadows’. The key 
  reason given for this was connecting with a physical  
  location or landscape that can bring the stories to life 
  creating strong links of stories to places in Moray where 
  they can be reimagined.

 • Any trails that are developed should, as much as possible, 
  build on existing routes, facilities or activities in Moray. For  

  example, including dog-friendly elements of walks linking  
  with existing daily walking activities that people undertake.

 • The quality and finish of a printed guide book should reflect 
  the uniqueness of the stories contained within, so it feels 
  like a ‘special’ thing to have, hold and use.

 • An online web companion, documenting the stories and 
  different ways to experience them is an essential 
  component to draw attention to them.

 • A consistent piece of feedback from those in the 15-24 age 
  group was that the documentation of trails and stories (and 
  in turn the promotion of them) should convey places that 
  “you will really want to go to”; this can be achieved 
  through the use of striking photography and/or video within 
  documentation.

 • Site interventions were recognised as being a key part in 
  bringing the stories to life within the landscape they 
  originate, creating a finer experience of places.

 • Interpretation at key sites should be concise with 
  references of where to find out more information, so one 
  doesn’t get an information overload.

 • No matter the media used, outputs should actively engage 
  local people, which in-turn appeal to visitors. Therefore a 
  further element of audience testing or co-production 
  with local residents and businesses should be included in 
  the development of proposals within the Interpretation 
  Plan.

 • A significant number of people who noted that they were 
  ‘maybe’ interested in exploring stories more (as opposed 
  to those definitely interested), stated they needed a good 
  reason to engage and this could be achieved by some of the 
  premium combination experiences noted in the 
  interpretation plan. Additional suggestions of enhanced 
  experiences suggested during Audience Testing 
  conversations are detailed below.

 • Delivery must go further than producing different types 
  of interpretative media; to ensure local residents (of all 
  ages) are aware and have the opportunity active marketing 
  should be included. Based on the experience in developing 
  the Audience Development and Interpretation plans any 
  marketing activities should focus on:
  • Occasional promoted Facebook posts (not 
   oversaturating timelines with repetitive content)
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Sample of General Feedback

“Enjoys the storyteller’s walks led by Ben Hinnie of Aberlour, 
more things like that”

“Need to tell stories in Dorics. Start in schools, pique interest 
early—there is an excellent Scots dictionary in Tomintoul 
Library.”

“Whole of the North East is so rich in heritage and could do with 
something like this.”

“Have lived in and away from Moray throughout life, really 
interested in history and stories. Digital web / app preferred 
media to find out more.”

“Make it really visual, interesting to look at. Augmented reality 
type stuff would be engaging - QR codes, Pokemon Go type 
interactivity.”

“Might be keen on trails, but maybe more online stuff, 
interactive.”

“Likes having maps and trails to follow. For kids, animating sites 
and having opportunities to make stuff physical and bring it to 
life is great. Knew Wolf / Pict / classic characters, not really the 
‘common people’, but would be v interested to see more of these 
promoted. Interpretation at sites is useful - as a local you read it 
many times and a little more sinks in each read.”

“Walking routes, trails that could incorporate dog walks / be dog 
friendly.”

“Good to draw people around the area, so trails. Related things 
to do in the towns as well.”

“Interpretation while out on walks with dog is always nice, 
backed up with stuff on one and visuals!!”

“Aware of CCC project, projection in square as way of bringing 
history to life. Visit museums as way of finding out more about 
characters and stories, then would look online if interested, 
maybe follow a paper based map/trail.”

“Needs to be engaging. Make it look like a place you really want 
to go to. Visual online or in literature, info when you are there. 
If there is a way to make augmented reality a native thing so it’s 
essy to load up when there.”

“Trails where you can see stuff. Document the trails visually.”

  • Roving on-street engagement (similar to Audience 
   Testing methodology, but with flyers or other media to 
   refer people to sources of information)
  • Activity based stalls at well-attended public events (akin 
   to some of the ‘Buke of Moray’ stands).

Through delivery of the Audience Development and 
Interpretation Plans, a framework of Moray’s ‘Stories from the 
Shadows’ is created. During the Audience Testing exercises 
people suggested a number of different activities (beyond those 
already outlined) that would engage people with the proposed 
character narratives. 

 • Engaging people (especially children) through special 
  events, storytelling or re-enactments of stories at historic 
  sites relevant to the character.

 • Making use of the Doric language in the telling of stories.

 • Books specially created for infants and young children 
  would help instill knowledge of stories from an early age.

 • Novels or books that have an engaging narrative would 
  appeal to many who are not interested in online
  information or following trails ‘on-the-ground’. This could
  include drawing attention to existing publications such as
  The Blood and The Barley by Angela MacRae Shanks (based  
  around Illicit Stilling) or On the Trail of the Real Macbeth,  
  King of Alba, by Cameron Taylor and Alistair Murray.

 • Making connections with RAF Lossiemouth and Kinloss 
  Barracks so that information on how to ‘Discover Moray’s 
  Great Places’ is distributed to military personnel and their 
  families particularly when starting a posting in Moray for 
  the first time, but also including existing personnel.

 • Finding ways to include the teaching of stories or projects 
  exploring them within school education at all ages.

 • Exhibitions in museums specifically designed with an 
  audience of older children and teenagers in mind.

 • A simple trail app that can be used by all ages, providing 
  rewards for visiting places or linking with ‘geocaching’ or 
  other similar games that link digital with the physical 
  world.

 • Regular newspaper column in local press highlighting 
  Moray’s ‘Stories from the Shadows’.

 • Exploring the stories through film or television, 
  preferences divided between factual documentary-style or  
  dramatised series.

Through the Audience Testing a number of learning points, 
specific to each character narrative where gleamed.

Illicit Stiller:
 • Moray Walking Festival has featured smuggling routes 
  in the past, these routes could be made more accessible 
  for unguided walking.

 • Draw attention to the Virtual Reality illicit stilling 
  experience at Tomintoul Discovery Centre.

 • Highlight opportunities to see or wear ‘copper dogs’ (or 
  other paraphernalia) used to secrete whisky (e.g. Dufftown 
  Whisky and Heritage Centre).

 • Many appreciated that this was a new ‘angle’ on whisky 
  making not often told during a typical distillery tour 
  experience.

Timmer Floater:
 • While a large undertaking, bringing this story to life by 
  staging a re-enactment of a large raft being guided down 
  the Spey, would draw in people’s attention in itself but 
  could also be filmed to spark interest in the long-term.

Rioter:
 • Establish these stories in the places where they happened.

Macbeth:
 • Creating strong links of this story to places in Moray that 
  you could go and see to reimagine it.

Picts:
 • Explain what can be seen and where.

 • Bring attention to academic work available on the subject.

Wolf of Badenoch:
 • Of those who knew of ‘the Wolf’, Elgin Cathedral was  
  commonly known as target of his fire-raising, expanding  
  knowledge on the other sites also targeted and the reason  
  for doing so.
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“Plaques and interpretation needed to help people discover 
sites.”

“Storytelling preferred mode of delivery - short and sweet 
synopsis just as story was told here. Probably at location or 
event rather than in the street. Interpretation at sites also good, 
with trails linking them, walking or driving.”

“App to make trails into adventures for kids, provide digital layer 
that interacts with physical environment, like geocaching. Having 
trails with specific sites that you can follow or choose from is 
good - having choice helps kids be interested.”

“Would like to know more but not super motivated to go out and 
follow trails.”

“I’m a lazy person, so it’d have to be pretty interesting to get my 
attention. Some sort of event that you can take part in would be 
good.”

“Kids book would be a good resource.”

“Make it violent or shiny for young people.”

Sample of feedback relating to specific characters
Illicit Stiller:
“Knew about whisky making but not the illicitness, more than 
happy with a dram though!!”

“Information online, something experiential that tells the story 
of it beyond the distillery trail.”
 
“My mum wrote a book about it! Last year Moray Walking 
Festival did walks of smuggling routes that was interesting, 
making that more accessible for people would be good and 
drawing attention to VR experience at Tomintoul.”

“Interested to know, not so fussed on seeing it in person. I know 
people who would though.”

“Nice mischievous stories.”

Rioter:
“I really enjoy learning stories about places.”

“It's important to pass these stories on to the next generation.”

“Needs to be connected to a space. Need to see something.”

“Would be good to see where these things happened. Wee 
plaque where it was.”

“From Cullen and hadn't known anything but would definitely 
visit local sites if info was available.”

“Integrate into the public realm or landscape so it becomes part 
of the experience of a place.”

Timmer Floater:
“Did know about it, but not from the poem! Something 
experiential that brought the story to life.”

“If you could recreate a raft and take it down the Spey, that would 
certainly create a spectactle that’d draw crowds! Film it too so it 
continues into the future.”

“Link it with days outdoors.”

Macbeth:
“Knew Macbeth play but didn’t know the Moray connection.”

Pict:
“Drawn to ‘demonic’ image of Pict, most interesting looking. 
Films and events would be good ways to find out about stuff, not 
so much reading.“

“Was at Burghead Broch but interpretation was light.”

“From Burghead, saturated with Picts from Primary on, but 
still interested in new info. 'For honor' PS4 video game features 
interpetation of pictish characters and Burghead, not entirely 
accurate but pretty cool.”

“Knew quite a few bits and pieces, but not about the Fort in 
Burghead or spread across Moray.”

Wolf of Badenoch:
“Didn’t know all the places he burnt down.”

“Need to remember the correct pronunciation is like  
bay-den-och.”

“Family are very possibly related to Wolf, so would like to know 
more of the story.”

“Trails and information documented in books. On site 
interpretation not so important if you’ve already been guided 
what to look at.”

“No strong interest in seeking out info but would read on site 
material if it were available.”

“Get this information into welcome packs for Kinloss Barracks 
and RAF Lossiemouth.”

“Books with a story narrative would be of interest rather than 
factual stuff on basic history.”

“Good quality documentary films.”

“Online and interpretation is good, and a prerequisite. But it has 
to go beyond you have to bring it to life; public events, on street, 
actively engage people and tell them a story. Develop creative 
outputs related to the stories, writing, songs, theatre etc.”
“Interpretation experience is so important to engaging people in 
heritage, storytelling and emotional connection key to this.”

“Interpretation boards need to be done well to be useful 
and interesting, not too much text. Experiential activity with 
destination as backdrop rather than focus is where tourism is 
going and Moray is perfectly suited for this. Dolphin Centre is a 
key location to interact with these stories.”

“Would maybe be interested in more but only if it was physical 
and easy to engage with”

“Experiential stuff needed to really engage local audience - 
workshops with storytelling and artefact interpretation, themed 
nights and events exploring different elements of stories (food, 
dress etc). Personally would read info too.”

“Trails between sites to walk/cycle would be best, places to visit 
with information on ground.” 

“Super interested in history and castles, could spend hours on 
google researching and reading, finding out about how things 
were done and built. Finds books soothing and immersive, 
favourite way to discover stories.”

“Trails, not much of a reader. Nice to walk and wander and come 
across things that you can find out a little about.”

“Trails to wander and find out about things would be good.”


